Curtis Lake
8 Annual Daddy/daughter backpacking Adventure
th

Date
Location
Fish Species
Fish Caught
Flies Used
Techniques
Comments

Time
July 2014
Curtis Lake – east of Cascade, ID Weather
Clear
Size
Range
Westslope Cutthroat Trout
Seemed to be few but larger
1 14” Cutthroat Trout by Julia
Girls fished with spinners but not for very long
Spinners – I did not fly fish
I only saw a couple of fish to cast too. Rises occurred in the middle of the lake.

This was my eight year doing an overnight backpacking trip with my daughters and Jeff’s
daughters. We took them on an overnight hike to Curtis Lake east of Cascade, ID. We
swam at Parnell Beach on the way home. This was Kylie’s (7) first year coming with us.

Left to right/front to back (Hailey, Kylie, Brynn, Jacie, Cami, Julia, Jen, Jason, Jeff)

Past Adventures:
2007 – Jenny Lake near Idaho City (Kalyn & Cami)
2008 – Sawtooth Lake near Stanley (Kalyn & Cami)
2009 – Shirts Lake near Cascade (Kalyn, Cami, Jacie, Brynn and uncles and cousins)
2010 – Norton Lakes near Sun Valley (Cami, Jacie, Brynn, Jeff, Jen & Julia)
2011 – Iron Bog Lake near Arco & caving at Craters of the Moon National Monument
(Kalyn, Cami, Jacie, Brynn, Hailey, Jeff, Jen & Julia)

2012 – Snowslide Lake near McCall, canoeing Payette Lake & Parnell Beach
(Cami, Jacie, Brynn, Hailey, Jeff, Jen, Julia, Ken & Emma)

2013 – Boulder Lake near McCall, Rafting the NF Payette River
(Cami, Jacie, Brynn, Hailey, Jeff, Jen, Julia, Ken & Emma)

Curtis Lake is a 3 mile hike on an unmaintained trail. It is difficult to follow in a few
places but we found our way. It helps to have a map. The elevation on the hike ranges
from 7,400 to 7,800 feet. It is approximately 10 miles of decent dirt road east of
Horsethief Reservoir which is east of Cascade, ID. You can get detailed information
about the hike from Scott Marchant’s book – The hiker’s Guide to McCall and Cascade.

Hiking along an old road for the first part of the hike

The girls always look forward to our annual backpacking adventure. Kylie was real
excited about going for the first time. She talked to me about it all the time before we left.
She did very well hiking into the lake. Once we were there we enjoyed, swimming,
fishing and eating the fish, hiking around the lake, learning new card tricks, and the girls
always love crowding into the tent for night games & stories. Their favorite thing was
building a bridge out to the jumping rock. I enjoyed seeing a few birds I don’t regularly
see including Varied Thrush on the hike in and Gray Jays at camp. The fishing was slow
so we didn’t spend much time fishing. We could see a few jumping in the middle and
they looked nice sized. On the hike out, the girls enjoyed catching little frogs at the pond.
Once we got back to town we ordered a couple pizza’s in Cascade which is always a treat
they enjoy. We also stopped and crossed swinging bridge on our way home to give the
girls a scare. The last stop along our adventure was jumping off the rocks at Parnell
Beach. They always like to stop and go swimming to cool off and always mention it
when we drive past. It ended up being another great getaway with my daughters!

Swimming at the lake

Enjoying the lake

Warming up around the fire after swimming

